INVITATION FOR BID

Invitation for Bid #: IFB763-18-126995-JR
Invitation for Bid Name: Animal Lab Feed
IFB DUE DATE AND TIME: November 6, 2017 2:00 PM Local Time
IFB PUBLIC OPENING DATE & TIME: November 6, 2017 2:30 PM Local Time

RETURN SEALED BIDS TO PHYSICAL ADDRESS:
Jill Roys, Senior Buyer
University of North Texas System
Business Service Center-Procurement Services
1112 Dallas Drive, Suite 4000
Denton, Texas 76205

To respond to this Bid, bidders must submit the information requested in the Specifications section of this Bid and any other relevant information in a clear and concise written format. Bids must be submitted in an envelope or other appropriate container and the name and return address of the bidder must be clearly visible.

If there are any questions regarding this IFB, please contact Jill Roys at 940-369-5630 or submit solicitation questions to: Solicitation Inquiry located at http://bsc.untsystem.edu/content/bid-inquiry. All questions must be received no later than 10/20/17 at 3:00 PM Local Time. All questions and answers will be posted to the website by 5:00 PM Local Time, 10/25/17.

A copy of this bid form is posted at and may be downloaded from: http://bsc.untsystem.edu/bid-listing

NOTICE--IN ADDITION TO THE ITEMS LISTED BELOW, THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS BID ARE ATTACHED AS ATTACHMENT “C”. ANY ALTERATION TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS WILL DISQUALIFY YOUR BID.

The laws of the State of Texas must prevail on all bids.

1.0 SCOPE OF WORK/DESCRIPTION OF GOODS (Commodity Code 325-52)
In accordance with Education Code 51.9335, the University of North Texas System, subsequently referred to as UNTS, on behalf of itself and its component institutions, is accepting bids and intends to enter into an agreement with a vendor that specializes in Animal Feed in accordance with the terms and conditions and requirements set forth in this Invitation for Bid. The resulting pricing, terms and conditions shall be extended to the University of North Texas System (UNTS), the University of North Texas (UNT), the University of North Texas Health Science Center (UNTHSC), University of North Texas at Dallas (UNTD) and any other institutions of higher education interested in utilizing the agreement, as allowed by the Texas Education Code.

2.0 BACKGROUND:
The University of North Texas System serves the North Texas area and is one of the nation’s largest public universities. Approximately 41,000 students are enrolled in undergraduate, graduate, and professional programs across its member campuses, which include The University of North Texas
3.0 SELECTION PROCESS:
Selection of the Successful Offer submitted in response to this IFB by the Submittal Deadline will be made using the competitive process described below. The selection of the Successful Offer may be made by UNTS on the basis of the offers initially submitted, without discussion, clarification or modification. Further action on offers not included within the competitive range will be deferred pending the selection of the Successful Offer, however, UNTS reserves the right to include additional offers in the competitive range if deemed to be in its best interest. UNTS is not bound to accept the lowest priced offer if that offer is not in its best interest, as determined by UNTS. UNTS reserves the right to: (a) enter into agreements or other contractual arrangements for all or any portion of the Scope of Work set forth in this Bid with one or more bidders; (b) reject any and all offers and re-solicit offers; or (c) reject any and all offers and temporarily or permanently abandon this procurement, if deemed to be in the best interest of UNTS.

3.1 Evaluation Criteria: The successful offer will be the offer that is submitted in response to this Bid by the Submittal Deadline and is the most advantageous to UNTS in UNTS’s sole discretion. Offers will be evaluated by an evaluation committee that will include employees of UNTS or its component institutions and other persons invited by UNTS to participate. The evaluation of offers and the selection of the Successful Offer will be based on the information provided to UNTS by the respondent in response to the Specifications section of this Bid. The successful respondent will be required to enter into a contract acceptable to UNTS. In evaluating Bids to determine the best value for the State, UNTS may consider information related to past contract performance of a Respondent including, but not limited to, Texas Comptroller of Public Account’s Vendor Performance Tracking System. UNTS also considers “Best Value” in the award process. Best Value to the state is defined in Attachment “C”, Section 1.5.

3.2 Bidder’s Acceptance of Process: Submission of an offer by a bidder indicates: (1) the bidder’s acceptance of the Selection Process, the Evaluation Criteria for Selection, and all other requirements and specifications set forth in this Bid; and (2) the bidder’s recognition that some subjective judgments must be made by UNTS during this Bid process.

4.0 MANDATORY SPECIFICATIONS:

1. Vendor must have a local (Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex) warehouse facility that is climate controlled and monitored to ensure there is no spoilage of product.
2. Vendor must maintain a supply of each diet needed in their local warehouse or location
3. Vendor must maintain a local warehouse facility with “just in time” delivery capabilities
4. Items must be available for delivery typically 36-48 hours after order has been placed
5. Vendor needs to offer same day delivery in some instances
6. Deliveries must be made Monday through Friday during the business hours of 8am-5pm local time
7. No third party delivery service
8. Must be equal or equivalent to the current diet-see Pricing Sheet (Attachment A)
9. All shipments will be delivered to: UNT HSC 1050 Clifton Street Fort Worth, TX 76107
10. Term: The term of this award shall be an initial period of three (3) years with the options to extend by mutual consent for three (3) additional one (1) year periods.

5.0 References (Required)
Provide a minimum of three (3) verifiable references with which similar services have been provided by vendor. By listing references respondent agrees that UNTS may investigate these references and consider them as a basis to determine award of this IFB.

Company Name: _________________________________________
Person to Contact: ________________________________________
Street Address: ___________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ___________________________________________
Area Code and Telephone: ________________________________

Company Name: _________________________________________
Person to Contact: ________________________________________
Street Address: ___________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ___________________________________________
Area Code and Telephone: ________________________________

Company Name: _________________________________________
Person to Contact: ________________________________________
Street Address: ___________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ___________________________________________
Area Code and Telephone: ________________________________

6.0 BID RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS
1. Completed and signed Pricing Sheet (Attachment A)
2. References (Required)

7.0 PRICING:
Respondents are to submit price proposal using Attachment A, Pricing Sheet

8.0 PUBLIC OPENING:
A public bid opening shall be held on **November 6, 2017 promptly at 2:30 PM Local Time.**
**Location shall be at Business Service Center Room 4002, 1112 Dallas Drive Suite 4000, Denton, TX 76205**
9.0 INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS:

The selected vendor shall procure, pay for and maintain with insurance carriers the following:

9.1 Workers’ Compensation Insurance:

- The Contractor shall secure and keep in effect such insurance as will protect contractor from claims under all Worker’s Compensation Laws including occupational Disease as required by the State of Texas.
- Certificates of such insurance shall be filed by the Contractor with the Owner and shall be subject to the Owner’s approval as to carrier and adequacy, prior to commencement of work.
- The Contractor shall ascertain that all Sub-Contractors secure and keep in effect similar insurance covering their employees.
- Workers Compensation at statutory limits and include Employer’s Liability at the following limits:
  - $500,000 each accident (bodily injury by accident)
  - $500,000 policy limit (bodily injury by disease)
  - $500,000 each employee (bodily injury by disease)
- Waiver of subrogation for workers’ compensation in favor of UNTS

9.2 Liability Insurance: The Contractor shall maintain and pay for Commercial General Liability Insurance, including Contractual Liability and Automobile Liability Insurance, in a company or companies satisfactory to the Owner, and file with the Owner certificates of such insurance with minimum limits specified below:

9.3 Commercial General Liability: with UNTS named as an additional insured where its interest may appear and waiver of subrogation in favor of UNTS.

- $1,000,000 each occurrence
- $2,000,000 aggregate

9.4 Business Automobile Liability with UNTS named as an additional insured where its interest may appear and waiver of subrogation in favor of UNTS:

- Combined Single Limit $1,000,000 each occurrence

9.5 Umbrella Liability Insurance: $2,000,000 limit.

9.6 The insurance certificate must:

9.7 Show that the Contractual Liability Coverage is applicable to the Agreement, and set forth the address and specific location of the project. Address to be established during permit process.
9.8 Set forth in full a hold harmless agreement acceptable to the Owner.
9.9 Include a provision that the Owner will be given thirty (30) days written notice of cancellation, non-renewal or material changes of insurance coverage.

9.10 Certificates indicating coverage to be enforced shall be filed with the UNTS prior to commencement of work. Furthermore, certificates shall include no disclaimer for failure to notify UNTS and will clearly state, notice of cancellation of policy will be given to UNTS in writing. No work shall be performed under this Agreement unless the insurance coverage required hereunder shall be in full force and effect. Failure to give notice will not relieve insurance carrier of responsibility.

Vendor shall provide UNTS with proper insurance documentation. Work on the project cannot begin until the documentation is received and approved.
Terms and Conditions

ITEMS BELOW APPLY TO AND BECOME A PART OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE SOLICITATION

1.1 Response Requirements:
   a. Respondents must comply with all the rules, regulations and statutes relating to purchasing in the State of Texas, to the rules and regulations of the University of North Texas System and the requirements of this form. The University of North Texas System (UNTS) consists of the University of North Texas, University of North Texas at Dallas, and the University of North Texas Health Science Center at Fort Worth.
   b. Respondents must price per unit shown. Unit prices shall govern in the event of extension errors.
   c. Responses should be submitted on this form. Responses will be time stamped on or before the hour and date specified for the response opening.
   d. Unsigned responses will not be considered under any circumstances. Person signing response must have the authority to bind the firm in a contract.
   e. Quote F.O.B. destination, freight prepaid and allowed. Otherwise, specify exact delivery cost and terms.
   f. Response prices are to be firm for UNTS acceptance for 180 days from response opening date. “Discount from list” Responses should be specified. Cash discount will not be considered in determining the low response. All cash discounts offered will be taken if earned.
   g. Respondents must give unit prices for each item to be purchased. Respondents may response less than the total number of items. An “All or None” response by Respondent may be rejected at the option of UNT System.
   h. Respondents should give Payee ID Number, full firm name, and address of respondent on the face of this form. Enter in the space provided. The Payee ID Number is the taxpayer number assigned and used by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts. If this number is not known, complete the following:
   Enter Federal Employer's Identification Number____________________________
   i. Responses cannot be altered or amended after opening time. Alterations made before opening time should be initialed by respondent or his authorized agent. No response can be withdrawn after opening time without approval by UNTS based on an acceptable written reason.
   j. Purchases made for UNTS use are exempt from the State Sales tax and Federal Excise tax. Do not include tax in response. Excise Tax Exemption Certificates are available upon request.
   k. UNTS reserves the right to accept or reject all or any part of any response, waive minor technicalities and award the response to best serve the interests of UNTS.
   l. Consistent and continued tie Responses could cause rejection of offers by UNTS and/or investigation for antitrust violations.
   m. FACSIMILE FOR RESPONSE— UNTS will not accept responses via facsimile.
   n. QUOTATIONS AND RESPONSES: Any quotation number referenced is for pricing purposes only. In addition, UNTS solicitation terms and mutually acceptable written revisions, if any, shall apply. Any terms and conditions not accepted through UNTS Business Service Center Procurement Services in writing are not binding on either party.
   o. Catalogs, brand names or manufacturer’s references are descriptive only, and indicate type and quality desired. Responses on brands of like nature and quality will be considered if response specifies such. If responding on other than referenced, response should show manufacturer, brand or trade name, and other description of product offered. If other than brand(s) specified is offered, illustrations and a complete description of product offered are requested to be made part of the response. Failure to take exception to specifications or reference data will require respondent to furnish specified brand names, numbers, etc.
   p. Unless otherwise specified, items offered shall be new and unused.
   q. In addition, all electrical items must meet all applicable state and federal standards and regulations, and bear the appropriate listing such as ANSI, FCC, NEMA, NTRL, and OSHA standards.
   r. Samples, when requested, must be furnished free of expense to UNTS. If not destroyed in examination, they will be returned to the respondent, on request, at respondent’s expense. Each sample should be marked with respondent’s name and address, and requisition number. Do not enclose in or attach offer to sample.
   s. UNTS will not be bound by any oral statement, or representation contrary to the written specifications of this Response.
   t. Manufacturer's standard warranty shall apply unless otherwise stated in the Response.

1.2 Tie Responses: In case of tie bids, any award will be made in accordance with TAC, Title 34, as amended.

1.3 Delivery:
   a. Show number of days required to place material at UNTS designated location under normal conditions. Failure to state delivery time obligates respondent to deliver in 14 calendar days. Unrealistic delivery promises may cause offer to be disregarded.
   b. If delay is foreseen, respondent shall give written notice to UNTS. Vendor must keep UNTS advised at all times of status of order. Default in promised delivery (without accepted reasons) or failure to meet specifications authorizes UNTS to purchase supplies elsewhere and charge full increase, if any, in cost and handling to defaulting vendor.
   c. No substitutions permitted without written approval of UNTS Business Service Center Procurement Services.
   d. Delivery shall be made during normal UNTS working hours only, unless prior approval has been obtained from UNTS Business Service Center Procurement Services.

1.4 Inspection and Tests: All goods will be subject to inspection and test by UNTS. Authorized UNTS personnel shall have access to supplier’s place of business for the purpose of inspecting merchandise. Tests shall be performed on samples submitted with the response or on samples taken from regular shipment. All costs shall be borne by the respondent in the event products tested fail to meet or exceed all conditions and requirements in this Solicitation. Goods delivered and rejected in whole or in part may, at UNTS option, be returned to the respondent or held for disposition at respondent’s expense. Latent defects may result in revocation of acceptance.
1.5 Award of Contract: A response to this Solicitation is an offer to contract based upon the terms, conditions and specifications contained herein. Responses do not become contracts until they are accepted through a UNTS purchase order. The contract shall be governed, construed, and interpreted under the laws of the State of Texas as the same may be amended from time to time. The Education Code 51.9335 shall be considered in making an award when specified. Venue for any suit filed against the UNTS shall be subject to the mandatory venue statute set forth in § 105.151 of the Texas Education Code.

a. An award is made to the vendor submitting the lowest and/or best value response conforming to this specification. To determine the lowest and/or best value response, in addition to price, BEST VALUE may be considered by some of the criteria listed below:

i. The quality, availability, and adaptability of the supplies, materials, equipment, or contractual services to the particular use required;
ii. The purchase price;
iii. The reputation of the vendor and of the vendor’s goods or services;
iv. The quality of the vendor’s goods or services;
v. The extent to which the goods or services meet UNTS needs;
vi. The vendor’s past relationship with UNTS and its component institutions;
vii. The impact on the ability of UNTS to comply with laws and rules relating to historically underutilized business;
viii. The total long-term cost to UNTS of acquiring the vendor’s goods or services;
ix. Any other relevant factor that a private business entity would consider in selecting a vendor.

b. DEBTS TO THE STATE: Any party indebted to the State of Texas or any party who is more than 30 days delinquent for Child Support is not entitled to payment on this purchase order or any accompanying contract.

c. If a “best offer” vendor shows not to be in “good standing” this agency may reject the response and award to the next best response.

d. The UNTS reserves the right to award the entire contract to a single Vendor or to award different components to different Vendors, whichever UNTS, at its sole discretion, determines to be in its overall best interest, as solely determined by the responsible parties of UNTS.

e. Delivery may be a factor in this award.

1.6 Payment Terms: UNTS shall be billed in accordance with Chapter 2251 of the Texas Government Code and payment shall be made no later than thirty days following the latter of (i) delivery of the goods or completion of the services and (ii) delivery of an invoice to Customer; and (c) interest, if any, on past due payments shall accrue and be paid in accordance with Chapter 2251 of the Texas Government Code. Payee must be in good standing, not indebted to the State of Texas, and current on all taxes owed to the State of Texas for payment to occur. Invoices and any required supporting documents must be presented to: UNTS Business Service Center-Payment Services; 1112 Dallas Dr. Ste. 4000, Denton, TX 76205 or electronically submitted to invoices@untsystem.edu.

a. Payment on any contract will be withheld if Respondent is determined to be more than 30 days delinquent for Child Support.

b. Successful respondent shall be responsible for referencing the purchase order number(s) resulting from this response on any invoice(s) packing list(s), correspondence etc. Invoicing must coincide to prices quoted either on a unit, hourly, etc. basis.

c. DISQUALIFICATION: Response is subject to disqualification if respondent provides revisions and/or exclusions to the terms and conditions listed in this solicitation that the UNTS is limited by law from accepting (i.e. offers with the laws of a State other than Texas), requirements for prepayment not defined in or allowed for in this Solicitation, limitations on remedies, any revision to stated terms and conditions of the Solicitation, etc.

1.7 Patents and Copyrights: The vendor agrees to protect UNTS from claims involving infringement of patents or copyrights.

1.8 Vendor Assignments: Vendor hereby assigns to UNTS any and all claims for overcharges associated with this contract arising under the antitrust laws of the United States 15 U.S.C.A. Section 1, et seq. (1973), and the antitrust laws of the State of Texas, Tex. Bus. & Comm. Code Ann Sec. 15.01, et seq. (1967). Inquiries pertaining to Solicitations must give solicitation number, codes, and opening date.

1.9 Respondent Affirmation: Signing this response with a false statement is a material breach of contract and shall void the submitted response or any resulting contracts, and the respondent shall be removed from all bidder lists. By signature provided below, the respondent hereby affirms and certifies that:

a. The respondent has not given, offered to give, nor intends to give at any time hereafter any economic opportunity, future employment, gift, loan, gratuity, special discount, trip, favor, or service to a public servant in connection with the submitted response.

b. The respondent is not currently delinquent in the payment of any franchise tax owed the State of Texas.

c. Neither the respondent nor the firm, corporation, partnership, or institution represented by the respondent, or anyone acting for such firm, corporation or institution has violated the antitrust laws of this State or the Federal Antitrust Laws, nor communicated directly or indirectly the offer made to any competitor or any other person engaged in such line of business.

d. Under Section 2155.004 Government Code, the vendor certifies that the individual or business entity named in this bid or contract is not ineligible to receive the specified contract and acknowledges that this contract may be terminated and payment withheld if the certification is inaccurate.

e. Under Section 231.006(d), Family Code (relating to child support), the respondent certifies that the individual or business entity named in this offer is not ineligible to receive the specified payment and acknowledges that this contract may be terminated and payment may be withheld if this certification is inaccurate.

f. Respondent agrees that any payments due under this contract may be applied towards any debt, including but not limited to delinquent taxes and child support that is owed to the State of Texas.

g. Respondent agrees to comply with Government Code 2155.4441, pertaining to service contract use of products produced in the State of Texas.

h. Respondent understands that acceptance of funds under this contract acts as acceptance of the authority of the State Auditor’s Office, or any successor agency, to conduct an audit or investigation in connection with those funds. Respondent further agrees to cooperate fully with the State Auditor’s Office or its successor in the conduct of the audit or investigation, including providing all records requested. Respondent will ensure that this clause concerning the authority to audit funds received indirectly by subcontractors through bidder and the requirement to cooperate is included in any subcontract it awards.
i. Respondent certifies that they are in compliance with Section 669.003 of the Government Code, relating to contracting with the executive head of a State agency. If Section 669.003 applies, respondent will complete the following information in order for the response to be evaluated:

Name of former Executive: ___________________________________________

Date of separation from State agency: ___________________________________

Position with respondent: Date of employment with respondent: ____________________________________________________

Name of State Agency: _______________________________________________

b. Excess Obligations Prohibited: The Texas Constitution (Article XVI, Section 10) prohibits obligators beyond the current appropriations, which UNTS applies annually. Any Purchase Order may be canceled at any time without penalty if legislative and/or UNTS funds are not appropriated for goods or services obligated on any Purchase Order beyond the current fiscal year (September 1 through August 31 of any given year.)

c. Cancellation: Items or orders may be canceled without the consent of the vendor due to failure to fulfill their contractual obligations. If cancellation is requested by UNT System for some other reason through no fault of the vendor, the vendor will be contacted. UNTS reserves the right to cancel this contract upon 30 days written notice to the contractor. The contractor must request and secure in writing the approval of the Procurement Services Department to be released from this contract or any portion thereof should conditions unforeseeable occur.

d. Miscellaneous: The laws of the State of Texas shall prevail including the Public Information Act. Any order is not confidential. All transactions associated with this Order may be subject to audit. Vendor by accepting this Order agrees to allow access to all records regarding this transaction upon written request by the UNTS Internal Auditors and/or UNTS Business Service Center Procurement Services.

e. RESPONSE RESULTS: It is not the policy of UNTS to furnish results over the telephone. Bid tabulations may be requested at http://bsc.untsystem.edu/content/bid-inquiry. UNTS shall release information to the extent required by the Texas Public Information Act and other applicable law. If requested, Vendor shall make public information available to UNTS in an electronic format.

f. Centralized Master Bidders List ("CBML"): The UNTS utilizes the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts Centralized Master Bidders List (CMBL) for Historically Underutilized Businesses (HUB). The CMBL is located at: http://www.window.state.tx.us/procurement/. Non-HUB respondents are identified from various sources including the CBML.

1.12 Indemnification: Vendor further agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the UNTS, its Board of Regents, officers and employees, from and against any and all claims, actions, suits, demands, proceedings costs, liability, injuries, damages or allegations of such brought by an act or omission of vendor or vendor’s employees and/or subcontractors or due to vendor’s product or services. This indemnification shall include but not be limited to acts or omissions related to environmental hazards.

1.13 The parties understand and agree that any purchase order/contract may be subject to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), the administrative regulations and/or guidance which have issued or may in the future be issued pursuant to HIPAA, including, but not limited to, the Department of Health and Human Services regulations on privacy and security, and Texas state laws pertaining to medical privacy (collectively, “Privacy Laws”). Vendor agrees to comply with all Privacy Laws that are applicable to this purchase order/contract and to negotiate in good faith to execute any amendment to this purchase order/contract that is required for the terms of this purchase order/contract to comply with applicable Privacy Laws. In the event the parties are unable to agree on the terms of an amendment pursuant to this paragraph within thirty (30) days of the date the
amendment request is delivered by one party to the other, this order may be terminated by either party upon written notice to the other party.

1.14 Important Notice: Any purchase order may be funded wholly or partially with federal funds subject to the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA). The vendor shall comply with all applicable provisions of ARRA, which may include, but are not limited to the provision of Division A, Titles XV and XVI (e.g., audit provisions, whistleblower protection, and preferences for American products).

1.15 Federal Funds: All procurements of supplies equipment, and services utilizing Federal Funds (e.g. Federal Grant or Contract) shall be made in accordance with all applicable federal rules and regulations: Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), Federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Educational Institutions (even if part of a State or local government) follow: OMB A-21 for cost principles, A-110 for administrative requirements, and A-133 for audit requirements. All procurement requirements contained in the above referenced circulars are incorporated herein by reference. By signing this solicitation document vendor certifies that vendor is in compliance with OMB A110 and that vendor is not on the Debarred Bidders List.

1.16 Suspension, Debarment, and Terrorism: Vendor further certifies that the vendor and its principals are eligible to participate in this transaction and have not been subjected to suspension, debarment, or similar ineligibility determined by any federal, state or local governmental entity and that vendor is in compliance with the State of Texas statutes and rules relating to procurement and that vendor is not listed on the federal government’s terrorism watch list as described in executive order 13224. Entities ineligible for federal procurement are listed at http://www.epis.gov.

-End